GLOBAL GOVERNANCE IN ALL ITS DISCRETE FORMS: THE GAME, FIFA, AND THE THIRD WORLD
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This paper uses the governance praxis of the Federation of International Football Associations [FIFA] to illustrate the impact of several intensive, discrete, and rarely-studied global governance actors whose internal processes and procedures mirror the core concerns of Third World Approaches to International Law [TWAIL] scholars regarding the legitimation of a hegemonic category and the marginalization of Third World and subaltern interests. It is argued that FIFA has become an important international organization and global governance actor whose transnational rule-making characteristics should be studied in light of the incipient migration from “international law” to “global governance”.

It will be shown that not only are FIFA’s rules impinging on sovereign imagination but that the tendencies of inequality, unfairness and domination afflicting the practices of traditional or state-centric international organizations are as prevalent in the procedures of such less-studied global governance actors regardless that their rule-making activities exert significant impact on governments, especially those in Africa and other parts of the Third World. More significantly, the essay looks at possible domestic political and socio-legal implications of discrete globalization of the kind exemplified by FIFA on Africa and the Third World and how important it is to integrate this concern into TWAIL scholarship going forward.

Dans cet article, l’auteur cite les activités de gouvernance de la Fédération Internationale de Football Association [FIFA] pour illustrer l’impact de plusieurs acteurs de la gouvernance mondiale très actifs, discrets et faisant rarement l’objet
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1 Football, as a sport, is also known as “soccer” in North America. The two terms shall be used interchangeably in this paper and are taken to mean one and the same thing. The paper is not intended to discuss why it is referred to as “football” in Europe and other parts of the world, while referred to as “soccer” in North America, even if that discussion could provide some insights into governance, cultural and inclusivity questions that are raised. It should be enough to say that American exceptionalism is nothing new even in sports, and that “status rivalry”, as some have argued, could be the reason for America’s adoption of a less English name for the same sport. See for example Ivan Waddington & Martin Roderick, “American Exceptionalism: Soccer and American Football” (1996) 16 Sports Historian 28 at 43; Andrei Markovits & Steven Hellerman, Offside: Soccer & American Exceptionalism (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2001).

d’études, dont les mécanismes et procédures internes rappellent les principales préoccupations des universitaires des Third World Approaches to International Law [TWAIL] en ce qui touche la légitimation d’une catégorie hégémonique et la marginalisation du tiers monde et des intérêts subalternes. L’auteur soutient que la FIFA est devenue une organisation internationale importante et un acteur de la gouvernance mondiale dont les caractéristiques en matière d’établissement de règles transnationales devraient être étudiées dans le cadre du passage du « droit international » à la « gouvernance mondiale » qui s’amorce.

L’auteur démontre non seulement que les règles de la FIFA ont un effet sur l’imaginaire souverain, mais aussi que les tendances d’inégalité, d’iniquité et de domination affligeant les pratiques des organisations internationales traditionnelles ou statocentriques prévalent tout autant dans les procédures des acteurs de la gouvernance mondiale peu étudiés, malgré le fait que leurs activités d’établissement de règles ont des répercussions non négligeables sur les gouvernements, surtout ceux d’Afrique et d’autres régions du tiers monde. Mais surtout, dans cet essai, l’auteur se penche sur les possibles incidences politiques et sociojuridiques nationales, en Afrique et dans le tiers monde, de la mondialisation discrète dont la FIFA est un exemple et sur l’importance de l’intégration de cette préoccupation dans la mission universitaire de TWAIL.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sports are one field in international relations where global governance rules are being made, but apparently they are not being viewed or understood as in other fields. For many, it is difficult to see a connection between sports and global governance or international law for that matter. As the argument goes, there is a lot of politics involved in these fields which it would be desirable to distance sports from, lest they be contaminated. Nothing can be further from the truth. Sports are most of the time politics by other means and vice versa. And even if upon initial consideration one could accept the argument of the insulation of sports from politics, when the rule-making characteristics of certain sports governing bodies are closely examined, they show a strong presence of politics and popular social imagination. This essay discusses football as a sport with an autonomous set of regulations and shows how those regulations govern over national governments, especially those in the Third World.

The reluctance or inability of many to connect sports to the big political and governance issues of the day is nothing new. This fact is one that is very well known to Andrew Jennings, a British investigative journalist who has been reporting on the murky world of sports governance for several decades. In his words:

When I began investigating the IOC [International Olympic Committee] nearly 20 years ago some of my friends in journalism laughed: “Sport? We investigate governments, big business, the police. Why poke around in sport?” I said, ‘Sports organizations are in the

public sphere. They’re backed by public money. They wield power. Why should they escape scrutiny?” And the gap I’d spotted between the Olympic limelight and its backrooms had piqued my curiosity with such force I could barely sleep at night.4

As Jennings would go on to show, what was true of the IOC held substantially or even more so for FIFA. Understanding how sports regulatory rules are developed in a way that has not been done before and using a framework never before used could provide new, critical insights into the current global governance discourse. Doing so from a TWAIL perspective in particular would no doubt illuminate hidden dangers of new global governance actors like FIFA.

The approach adopted in this paper is therefore sensitive to many of the core talking points of contemporary global governance, including the manner that it implicates, for example, the public/private divide. As is generally well known, current public law questions centre on the legitimacy of rules and the institutions making them, while in the context of private law those questions tend to be focused on functionality and problem-solving mechanisms.5 The paper is intended to not dwell too much on this dichotomy but to bridge the divide between what is public and what is private in relation to FIFA such that they are put in some form of healthy conversation.

Significantly, though it is embedded in FIFA’s thought culture that sports and politics (domestic and international) are separate and should be kept so, this can no longer simply be assumed as some scholars have suggested.6 FIFA is an institution through which we can understand the challenge of fragmentation, the most complex “postmodern anxiety” of the contemporary international legal order.7 As Pielke Jr. asserts, accountability of FIFA matters for the governance of the sport, the business of football and the larger issue of the accountability of international organizations.8 It is his contention that “[t]he governance of FIFA is also a case study in the governance of international organizations, which includes a large class of governmental and non-governmental organizations that justify their legitimacy in terms of serving broadly shared interests. Effective governance of such institutions is thus a matter of common interest.”9
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Without any doubt, FIFA’s regulatory characteristics place it at the centre of one or the other of the various categorizations of the institutions of global governance. Yet, it has rarely been studied or discussed in the same breath as other transnational institutions even though, like all those other institutions, its activities exert considerable impact on the sovereignty of states. FIFA generates a range of norms similar to what is commonly understood to be “soft law” that not only regulate the game but also have great significance for transnational private governance. As will be discussed later, its statutes have in some jurisdictions been elevated to the position that treaties occupy in international law. FIFA members (states in the case of Africa) honour its regulatory norms often at the risk of severe sanctions that those states have little choice but to avoid.

There is obviously a great need to explore the imminence or otherwise (and indeed the desirability) of a transformation in critical Third World scholarship in response to the migration from international law to global governance. For example, keeping it focused on traditional approaches to international law (as in TWAIL above), this scholarship would advance towards approaches to global governance, that is Third World Approaches to Global Governance [TWAGG]. What this means is that, as the texture and architecture of the global system that TWAIL has critiqued for decades is changing, so must TWAIL itself and the scholars employing that framework. Where the focus used to be on states, the UN, its treaty-making bodies and other institutions like the International Court of Justice (as under traditional international law), that focus now must shift towards institutions of global governance such as FIFA and other emerging actors.

It is important at this point to state what this essay is not about. While it may have some degree of resonance with what is becoming known in recent times as global sports law or lex sportiva, this is not the focus of the essay. This will only take the essay towards answering the unresolved question of whether there is such concept as international sports law. As Foster notes, there is a difference between “international sports law” and “global sports law”. The difference is apparently founded on whether the system of law is autonomous and the extent that its regulatory reach implicates the sovereign law-making authority of states.

According to Foster, international sports law can be applied in domestic courts while the invocation of global sports law (which he calls lex sportiva) suggests immunity from national law and “a claim for non-intervention by both national legal systems and by international sports law”. Given the autonomous and self-contained nature of FIFA regulations and the non-intervention requirements stipulated for affiliate federations that are described in greater detail later, its rules could qualify as lex sportiva in line with Foster’s description. However, in recent times lex sportiva has been limited almost
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The CAS is presented as a functional mechanism for settling disputes arising in the field of sports in a very narrow sense that, if adopted in this essay, would not account for the ways in which FIFA rules encroach upon the sovereignty of states. In this way, this essay has an objective far broader than looking just at how international sports disputes are settled, to embrace as well how autonomous legal regimes such as FIFA’s are redrawing the boundaries of transnational governance systems (including international law) in very significant ways.

II. SITUATING TWAIL IN GLOBAL GOVERNANCE

Two active terms start us off in this section. These are “TWAIL” and “global governance.” How these two intersect form the thrust of the section. The idea is to conceptualize global governance and indicate how the TWAIL framework could inform its critique both at the level of praxis and in the character of the institutions driving it. What is global governance? What categories of institutions are active in the global governance context? How would TWAIL as a framework respond to global governance as practice? How could the framework enhance an understanding of this practice and the institutions propagating it from a Third World perspective?

Scholars who utilize TWAIL as critique are united by “a shared ethical commitment to the intellectual and practical struggle to expose, reform, or even retrench those features of the international legal system that help create or maintain the generally unequal, unfair, or unjust global order.”15 Gathii adds that a major theme of TWAIL scholarship is to build resistance towards projections of both metropolitan power and authority over Third World peoples – whether that power is military, economic, political, cultural or otherwise.16 The major concern here is with the cultural projection of metropolitan power through a sport that is played globally. This essay is therefore less concerned with other areas of TWAIL scholarship that may have been covered in existing scholarship.

Cultural power in this context stands for the proposition that the game of soccer or football represents a cultural category upon which the power and authority of the metropole exerts itself, sometimes in benign fashion, on the peoples of the Third World. While the projection of the military, economic and political metropolitan power and the impact this has on the Third World is fairly self-evident, how the cultural appropriation of sports like football in institutions of international governance hinders political and other choices in the Third World has received less attention. This is apparently for the simple reason that until fairly recently, such claims as to the cultural significance of certain sports provided limited ground for contestation. That may not still be the case after a 2012 statement attributed to Dave
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Richards, then Chairman of the English Premier League (for which he later apologised), that FIFA stole the game from England.\textsuperscript{17} According to him,

England gave the world football. It gave the best legacy anyone could give. We gave them the game. For 50 years we owned the game ... We were the governance of the game. We wrote the rules, designed the pitches and everything else. Then, 50 years later, some guy came along and said: “You're liars,” and they actually stole it. It was called FIFA. Fifty years later another gang came along called UEFA and stole a bit more.\textsuperscript{18}

Recognizing that there must first be some basis for creating categories, of insiders and outsiders, of those whose interests are centred and those who are consigned to the margins, and of creating the “we” and the “other” binary within institutions before those categories could be institutionalized, might explain this attempt at cultural appropriation by England. It also could explain some of the game’s more specific governance characteristics.

An example could be the International Football Association Board, which body is known as custodian of the rules of the game. It has only five members: the Football Associations of England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, as well as FIFA, which represents its other 204 member federations.\textsuperscript{19} Though FIFA has four votes on the Board and the others each have one vote, this does not cover for its apparent unrepresentativeness, especially for a sport of such global appeal; nor does the explanation for this skewed composition, which acknowledges “the historic significance of the British associations in world football.”\textsuperscript{20} Apart from its cultural significance, there is also an economic dimension; Hobsbawm once said while describing football’s economic footprint that it is “the child of Britain’s global economic presence”.\textsuperscript{21}

For the present, it should be noted that certain trends have dominated the development of TWAIL as a framework for the critique of international law.\textsuperscript{22} The first trend was centred on how international law was deployed to justify colonialism and imperial power.\textsuperscript{23} The second trend shifted the focus towards understanding how hegemonic power politics was being institutionalized in new economic bodies

\textsuperscript{18} The acronym stands for the Union of European Football Associations, the governing body for the sport in the whole of Europe.
\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Ibid}.
through international legal instruments. The final trend in TWAIL scholarship followed the 9/11 attacks in the United States and how the fight against terrorism was redrawing the boundaries of international law discourse. Because of the extent to which the regulatory activities of institutions like FIFA engage the behaviour of Third World states, it should not be out of place to imagine that TWAIL’s fourth dimension in scholarship should already be in process.

TWAIL literature has aggregated around some common themes that are within the rubric of what I earlier referred to as traditional international law. Gathii, for example, mentions “public international law and international economic law” as areas that TWAIL scholarship had touched upon. Karin Mickelson not only identifies international economic law, but adds human rights and the environment as some of the themes that have driven TWAIL ideas. She specifically states that TWAIL scholars had been engaged in critique of an international economic system that marginalized the Third World and limited their ability to enjoy sovereign equality while also questioning the claimed universality of human rights.

All this points to the possibility that TWAIL, as Gathii argues, is always open to exploring new areas. He has pointed to TWAIL’s fluid architecture of complementary perspectives which allows individual scholars to “mix, reuse and re-combine” various ideas and themes. It will therefore suit a study of institutions like FIFA in its interactions with the governments, institutions and peoples of the Third World. While previous TWAIL analysis of international law and its institutions tended to dwell mostly on exclusion, discrimination and marginalization, an examination of FIFA using the same framework will not be restricted to these issues. It will in fact concern itself additionally with how FIFA’s less than satisfactory governance praxis trickles down to the Third World through its domestic affiliated federations.


Gathii, “History”, supra note 16 at 29.


Mickelson, “Rhetoric and Rage”, ibid, at 363.

Gathii, “Rhetoric and Rage”, ibid at 374.

Another scholar sees TWAIL as more “a chorus of voices” rather than a simple monolithic collegium: see Okafor, supra note 16 at 176; see also Mickelson, Rhetoric and Rage, supra note 27 at 360.
The second leg of this conceptual background focuses on the subject of global governance, FIFA’s role in it and how/why this should be of concern to Third World countries. In recent years, international law scholarship highlights a “new orthodoxy” which goes beyond the traditional focus on states as the basic actors and creators of law.\textsuperscript{31} Outside the state under this unfolding paradigm, new international actors have broken out in large numbers. Their rule-creating and regulatory capacities tend, by some accounts, to render the state out of fashion or at least out of focus\textsuperscript{32} and in that sense limit the autonomy of states.\textsuperscript{33}

International institutions today occupy a dense and fragmented field, dispersing complex normative arrangements across a range of thematic areas. Some see these institutions as prescribing norms of transnational law\textsuperscript{34} or regulating various governmental and non-governmental networks or indeed exporting judicial models through transplantation and cooperation across borders.\textsuperscript{35} It is interesting that in one of the major categorizations FIFA was actually mentioned as a professional body and one of the major global governance institutions operating in contemporary times.\textsuperscript{36}

Regarding the normative rules prevalent in the global governance domain, some of them are produced by institutions engaged in what has been described as “‘private’ global norm production”\textsuperscript{37}, capturing codes of conduct ranging from corporate social or environmental responsibility\textsuperscript{38} to rules of standardization and other types of self-regulation.\textsuperscript{39} Or, they could be in the nature of “soft law”,
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examples of which could be the Draft Common Frame of Reference of European Private Law, the Framework for Conflict Prevention of the Economic Community of West African States, or the Kimberley Process for the certification of diamonds traded at the international market place.

The interaction of institutions and norms in this context illustrates the development of what is better known today as “global governance”, defined as “purposeful activity intended to ‘control’ or influence someone else that either occurs in the arena occupied by nations or, occurring at other levels, projects influence into that arena.” It is the governing (without sovereign authority) of “relationships that transcend national frontiers…, [it is] doing internationally what governments do at home.” There is recognition that the international system is experiencing a progression from government to governance, though some scholars argue that this does not in any way signal the displacement of the state in international governance. And while commentators define governance in diverse and often maddeningly imprecise ways, according to Bellamy and Jones, all of them focus on a common phenomenon; namely, the expansion of regulatory and decision-making mechanisms beyond the various branches of the state and away from formal and hierarchically ordered structures of authority.

III. FIFA AS A GLOBAL GOVERNANCE ACTOR

FIFA’s significance as a global governance institution has a lot to do with how its regulatory actions affect sovereign states and burden their choices. As a basic starting position, therefore, it qualifies as an international organization. It could also fit in other descriptions as a formal or informal transgovernmental network, a hybrid public-private institutional arrangement, or an entirely private
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transnational institution. As will be explained later, FIFA is registered as a quasi-charity under Swiss civil law, which could be misleading in the context of its earlier characteristics described above.

Aside from these labels, we must also consider the magnitude of what FIFA does internationally. Very few sports, if any, can rival football in terms of its mass cultural appeal and global popularity. FIFA, utilizing this global appeal, has earned extraordinary commercial successes even though it pays little or no taxes at all. It leverages the power of the sport in a profound way and could use it as a force for public good. Yet FIFA is as comfortable interacting with the most brutal dictators as it is dealing with the most democratic of regimes. In terms of plain numbers, FIFA has more member states (208) than the United Nations (192).

Though it is registered as a non-governmental institution in Switzerland, its control of football makes it a significant private body with substantial transnational powers. Its affiliate national federations, especially those in Africa, do not share FIFA’s non-governmental character. As is shown later in this essay, many of those federations are established by domestic laws and are significantly funded by the government. Therefore, while it is a global game and FIFA often conveys the impression that its governance rules and institutions are uniform across the world’s regions, the reality is clearly opposed to any such assumption.

As Chimni notes, international law and the international governance system to which FIFA belongs often prescribes rules “that deliberately ignore the phenomena of uneven development in favour of prescribing uniform global standards.” As will be made clear in this essay, when it is convenient or expedient to those who formulate the rules for this unfair system, they enforce difference in a way that renders pretentious the measures they prescribe to justify this uniformity. But, more often than not, they don’t even affect such pretensions; they go for good old discrimination and “othering”. A clear example of this would be in the discriminatory rules FIFA prescribes for the host countries of its flagship tournament, the World Cup. Two examples easily come to mind in this regard: South Africa hosting the 2010 tournament and Brazil hosting the same event in 2014. On each of these occasions, FIFA used its awesome powers to cause substantial changes to the legal regimes of both countries. It did so in a manner that it had not done to any of the previous host nations in the global North.

In preparation for the 2010 tournament, for example, while battling unjustified doubts as to its ability to be an effective host, the South African Parliament passed Special Measures Acts 11 and 12 targeted to ensure that the country completed projects it had promised FIFA beforehand that it would complete.
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As well, for the duration of the tournament, South Africa suspended some of its constitutional rights. Critics argued this was to satisfy FIFA sponsors and advertisers and thus protect its cash cow.53

In addition to the legislative changes implemented at FIFA’s behest, South Africa also created up to 56 courts specifically for the FIFA World Cup, a move unprecedented in the history of the tournament.54 The courts were staffed with 1,500 personnel, including magistrates, prosecutors, public defenders, and interpreters, and had jurisdiction over all crimes arising out of the World Cup tournament.55 These courts had an expedited trial process, in contrast to South Africa’s normal court system, in which there could be substantial delays. One particular case involved two Zimbabweans accused of robbing a foreign journalist. They were accused on a Wednesday and arrested the next day, Thursday. Both stood trial and then began 15-year jail sentences on Friday.56

Such was also the case for the 2014 World Cup when FIFA stipulated that Brazil, while hosting the World Cup, must allow the sale of alcohol at stadiums. Under a 2003 Brazilian law, alcohol consumption at sporting event stadiums was prohibited because of the high number of fans being killed at games.57 Brazil succumbed to FIFA pressure and so passed the so-called “Budweiser Bill,”58 named after one of FIFA’s major sponsors whose main business is the production and sale of beer. In other words, rather than be sensitive to the security implications of this act given Brazil’s peculiar security concerns, FIFA focused more on its commercial objectives.

Yet Brazil had to provide a different guarantee to the effect that the Brazilian Government assumed liability for any safety issues from the tournament. While FIFA had near total control of the tournament, the guarantee was that the Brazilians, and not FIFA, would bear civil liability for damages arising from any safety-related accident in connection with the tournament. FIFA also contracted to create an area around the tournament venues where only FIFA and its partners had rights to advertise and sell products and services.59 In contrast, for the 2006 tournament that Germany hosted, the security strategy did not involve any major legislative overhauls. As the organizers pointed out, all they did was to ensure that
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“[p]otential trouble makers were specifically warned, certain individuals were required to report to the police or banned from entering inner cities or stadium areas.”

IV. IS FIFA A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE ORGANIZATION?

It is very likely that one of the major reasons FIFA’s regulatory and governance activities have elicited less academic scrutiny qua global governance institution is because of the difficulty in pinning it down as either a private or public entity. There is only one reason it is important to answer this question in the context of this article. FIFA most probably would not qualify for this kind of evaluation if its activities were not of such a nature as to invade the sphere traditionally occupied by governments, and especially those in the Third World. Yet this is essentially what happens in practice, such that it is unclear whether or not it is a public or private entity. The same question arises with different kinds of contextual strictures when attention is turned to its affiliate local federations.

Reference was made earlier to FIFA’s understanding of its own legal status under Swiss law as a non-governmental entity. It is registered in the commercial register in accordance with Article 60 ff. of the Swiss Civil Code, which deals with “Associations”. Associations registered under this Article could have political, religious, scientific, cultural, charitable, social or other non-commercial purposes and acquire legal personality once their intention to exist as a corporate body is shown in their articles of association.

In the latest iteration of its Statutes, one of FIFA’s stated core objectives is “to improve the game of football constantly and promote it globally in the light of its unifying, educational, cultural and humanitarian values, particularly through youth and development programmes…” This status in reality only “guarantees minimal disclosure about what [FIFA] do with the money. But they make a lot of noise about their commitment to transparency”. 

Taken on its face value, this could qualify FIFA as only a private charity. But on a deeper assessment of its actual governance methods, it cannot be denied that FIFA’s public activities and their consequences offer substantial evidence that it is not just a non-governmental entity pursuing some charitable causes. For example, in organizing its tournaments, it encroaches far too deeply into public territory through the hosting procedures and requirements that it prescribes for the host nations. FIFA therefore essentially straddles the public and private divide depending on the context. In some regards, it functions like a private entity with its own funds empowering it to push against government interference.


See *FIFA Statutes: Regulation Governing the Application of the Statutes Standing Orders of the Congress*, April 2015 adopted at the 64th Congress of FIFA held in Sao Paolo, Brazil, 11 June 2014 and came into force on 1 April 2015 at 6, online: FIFA Statutes  <http://resources.fifa.com/mm/document/affederation/generic/02/58/14/48/2015fifastatutesen_neutral.pdf>.

See Jennings, “Investigating”, *supra* note 4 at 395 (emphasis added).

It is also a public entity to the extent (as will be shown below) that it influences and sometimes out-
rightly dictates domestic laws.

As an example, its standard cooperation agreements with host nations for its competitions are mostly
signed with governments while the domestic affiliate associations occupy a less prominent (it seems)
place in such agreements. These agreements themselves cover various government functions, from
providing finance to security, certification of football facilities and international relations. And, given
the levels of commitment demanded in these areas, it is inconceivable that these activities would not
have serious impacts on government business.

Notably, FIFA’s claim to non-governmental status has not, at least in the African context, translated
to automatic non-governmental character for its affiliate national federations in the same manner. Take
the Nigeria Football Association [FA] (or Federation, if you will) for example. The last edition of the
law establishing it is Act No. 110, which itself is undergoing repeal and re-promulgation before the
Nigeria National Assembly.65 This Act in turn repealed the military-decreed legislation no. 101 of 1992,
under which the association had been governed up to that period. Section 1(1) of Act 110 provides that
“[t]here is hereby established an association to be known as the Nigeria Football Association,” which
under subsection (2)(a) & (b) “shall be a body corporate with perpetual succession and a common
seal…and may sue and be sued in its corporate name.” This is standard establishment provisions for all
government agencies/departments (or in standard local parlance, “parastatals”) in Nigeria.

This provision raises at least one important question. How is it possible
that a government could promulgate a private “association” into existence? In most legal systems, associations are brought to life
first by like-minded individuals pursuing clearly stated goals. These individuals would then seek legal
recognition for their association under the relevant legal regime. As such, for the Nigerian football
federation to be actually non-governmental in the sense of FIFA, it had to be established as similar
associations are under Nigeria’s Company and Allied Matters Act. In that case, rather than the current
situation where the government seems to control its very existence from establishment to management,
it would be up to interested individuals to band together in the tradition of all such voluntary bodies and
decide what legal status suits their objectives.

It is, however, understandable why the Nigerian football federation and similar bodies in Africa have
heavy government involvement in their establishment and management. Under Act 110, for example,
the Minister for Sports in Nigeria (who in most cases is a politician put in office by the government of
the day) appoints the Secretary General of the FA who is its chief executive officer.66 The
remuneration, tenure of office and conditions of service of the Secretary General and the FA’s other
employees are fixed according to Federal Civil Service Rules and Regulations applicable to other staff
of the Federal Ministry of Sports.67 Furthermore, although it could raise its own funds through charges,
fees, dues, interests, donations, grants-in-aid and endowments, the FA relies more on grants from the
Federal Government for its activities than from these other sources.68

65 See the Nigerian Football Association Act Cap No. 110 LFN 2004 (Repeal and Re-Enactment) Bill 2014.
66 Ibid, section 13(1).
67 Ibid, section 13(4).
68 Ibid, section 15.
A visit to the FIFA headquarters in 2012 by then Nigerian Sports Minister, Bolaji Abdullahi, to discuss yet another impasse in the management of the game in Nigeria clearly illustrates the extent of government involvement in the game. FIFA officials, according to reports, were left stunned when the Minister informed them that the Nigerian government provides grants in excess of 20 million United States dollars annually to the FA.\(^69\) As the Minister narrated:

We showed evidence of the annual budget for Nigeria football and it was converted to dollars at their request. It turned out to be about $25m which was shocking to them. Their understanding was that it was minimal support which was why they had always taken certain position. [sic]. But it was clear that no government will give that amount to any group and then not ask if the money was judiciously used. We should not mix the demand for accountability with interference. There has to be oversight supervision to certain levels.\(^70\)

This figure could be significantly higher in years that Nigeria has to participate in big FIFA tournaments like the World Cup or the African Nations Cup. Government financial intervention is called for to participate in these tournaments mostly because advertising and sponsorship revenues for the FA pale in comparison to the actual funds needed for effective participation in them.

The problem, however, is that despite its financial commitments and legal ties to the very existence of the FA, the Nigerian government cannot request accountability from the game’s domestic administrators without FIFA intervening from Zurich on the grounds that government cannot interfere in the management of the sport. This much is clear from the Minister’s story above. For many African governments, this is a catalyst for constant friction with FIFA and has led to various incidences of bans and suspensions of their football associations for what FIFA describes broadly as government interference.

Between 2010 and 2013, FIFA threatened the football associations of Cameroon,\(^71\) Sierra Leone,\(^72\) Kenya,\(^73\) Uganda,\(^74\) Egypt\(^75\) and Nigeria\(^6\) with bans for varying reasons. Its definition of interference is


\(^70\) See Pius Ainyinor, “Only Embedded Autonomy for NFF” The Punch, 22 March 2012 (copy on file with the author).

\(^71\) Leocadia Bongben, “Fifa lifts a global ban on Cameroon for government interference” BBC Sport (22 July 2013), online: <http://www.bbc.com/sport/0/football/23405627>.


\(^74\) Andrew Jackson Oryada “Fifa Issues Ban Warning to Uganda” BBC Sport (22 July 2013) online: <http://www.bbc.com/sport/0/football/23405632>.

a very convenient one that can be mystifying to African governments. In Uganda’s case, for example, the government claimed the country’s football federation was being operated as a private company in a manner that is not consistent with Ugandan law. This explanation did not seem to have impressed FIFA. With regard to Cameroon, in 2013 Iya Mohamed was elected to head their federation (FECAFOOT) though he was in detention for alleged embezzlement of funds. His election was later voided by FIFA’s intervention on grounds of government interference. More examples could be given with some classic instances coming from Nigeria.

After the 2010 World Cup tournament in South Africa where her team performed woefully, the Nigerian government dissolved the national team and instituted a two-year break from all international soccer competitions. The government said the time would be spent reorganizing the game in the country. FIFA quickly issued a warning, threatening to ban the country. The Nigerian government later caved into the pressure and lifted the suspension without offering any justification for its changed stance. In 2014, the Nigerian government through the Ministry of Sports demanded accountability from the football federation for the funds the government provided for the administration of the game during the year. It also coincided with the termination of the tenure of the then FA leadership and arrest of some of them for alleged fraud. FIFA immediately accused the Nigerian government of meddling and banned the country from all international competitions. The ban was lifted about a week later after the government reinstated the sacked officials.

To be sure, FIFA has had almost identical squabbles with the football federations of Greece, Spain and Poland. In the Greek case, in 1993, the government introduced legislation to address the fixing of games among other vices threatening the game. The Greek federation did not like the proposal and cried to FIFA. Its threat to suspend the country arrived swiftly and would, if it had been implemented, have excluded the country from the 1994 World Cup. The government withdrew the proposed law. It tried again in 1999 to tighten domestic control of the sport but for the second time capitulated to FIFA’s

---
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threats. In 2006, the government went all the way by changing the rules for electing the federation president. This time FIFA suspended the federation. And yet again the government caved in to “overwhelming [domestic] social and political pressure” in addition to that from FIFA.\textsuperscript{85}

\textbf{V. TROUBLING JURISPRUDENCE FROM DOMESTIC COURTS}

More than the above blurred vision of FIFA as either public or private and the constraints this places on domestic political governance, the organization is also being accorded substantial governance status in some domestic legal systems. Though it is unclear whether its regulations could attract uniform normative weight in various legal regimes, there are interpretations in some jurisdictions that confer extraordinary legal significance to an institution that suffers from various governance shortcomings, as highlighted across the different sections of this article. There is growing awareness that the status given to FIFA’s regulations could confer upon it legal authority similar to that enjoyed by states in international law. An example is a case that arose in Nigeria in 2010 in which one of the questions that the court had to answer was to the nature of the Confederation of Africa Football [CAF] Statute 2000-2004.\textsuperscript{86} One of the parties claimed that this statute removed the power of the courts in Nigeria (including the present one) to hear cases dealing with its application.

The facts of the case were that the appellant commenced action claiming that the Executive Committee of the Nigeria Referees Association [NRA] was disqualified from conducting its own election because it had a vested interest in the outcome. The appellant also alleged bias on the part of the NRA, which rendered it incapable of organizing a free or fair election. Specifically, he argued that guidelines issued for the election breached the principles of natural justice and fair hearing as they made the NRA Electoral Committee a judge in its own cause. He therefore called on the Nigerian FA to establish an independent body to conduct the election.

The responding parties asserted that the NRA was not a legal entity and therefore could not be sued. They also argued that the statute of the NRA precluded it from being sued in relation to the administration of football referees in Nigeria. Besides, they claimed that the appellant lacked legal standing to bring the suit as he had not been nominated for the election in question and had not paid fees prescribed under the electoral guidelines. One of the questions that the court had to answer was: what is the nature of the Statute of the CAF 2000-2004 which the responding parties claimed ousted the power of the court to hear the case? The first instance court dismissed it, leading to this appeal.

While what was at stake in the case was the Statute of the CAF, the appeal court premised its reasoning on section 12(1) of the \textit{Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria}, 1999, which provides that no treaty between Nigeria and any other country shall have force of law except to the extent to which such a treaty has been enacted into law by the Nigerian National Assembly. Judge Aboki, who wrote the judgment of the court’s plurality, ruled that the court lacked power to apply or even “construe” a treaty that is not yet translated to domestic law and that its provisions cannot have effect on the rights and duties of citizens. He then declared that the first instance court committed a legal error when it

\textsuperscript{85} \textit{Ibid} at 13.
\textsuperscript{86} \textit{Ray Nnaji v Nigeria Football Association & Ahmed Maude, Representing All Members of the Nigeria Referees Association} [2010] 11 NWLR (Pt 1206) 438.
relied on the provisions of the CAF Statute 2000-2004, which had not been incorporated into Nigeria’s domestic laws.\footnote{Ibid at 441.}

Though this case involved not the FIFA Statutes but those of the African body, the way the Court of Appeal answered the main question before it has clear extrapolatory significance in relation to the status of FIFA’s own statutes in Nigeria’s domestic legal regime. It can safely be argued that the court would have adopted the same reasoning if it had to interpret the FIFA Statutes rather than those of CAF. That is not to say that the court’s reasoning is without significant shortcomings given that all it accomplishes is to further complicate the public/private confusion regarding FIFA. It does so by placing both FIFA and CAF on the same pedestal as sovereign states, which it is unlikely FIFA itself will agree with. This is so because if FIFA has the status of a state, it cannot at the same time also be a private legal entity.

It is unlikely that CAF or FIFA will agree that they have the same status in international law as states or that their statutes have the same implications as treaties agreed by states. How the court in the case above came to the conclusion it reached is hard to explain. The only institution in the country involved as party to both CAF and FIFA statutes is the Nigerian football federation which, if FIFA’s own understanding of its status is any indication, is a private body comprised of individuals interested in the game of football. They do not represent the Nigerian state in treaty making capacity any more than the same could be said about Nigerian agencies that participate in the activities of other private international organizations.

The lack of clarity in FIFA’s status as an international organization has only fueled schisms between the transnational and domestic contexts. The impact of the disagreements has not been uniform across all the world’s geographic regions. There is less of an impact in regions where the game is organized along FIFA’s preferred structure of private governance with minimal government intrusion. In those regions, government funding of the game is insignificant, if at all. Things are different in Third World countries where there is less sponsorship and advertising revenue such that governments tend to fund the game substantially. And, often those governments look for control of the game that is commensurate to the level of funding they provide. This brings them in constant collision with FIFA as already noted, which rubs off negatively on the domestic game.

It is unlikely the question whether FIFA is public or private can be resolved by simply looking at its legal status under Swiss law or by analyzing its relationship with governments in isolation. But the complexity feeds other inappropriate governance practices that FIFA has come to embody in more recent times. The fact that there is no institution or structure that could bring FIFA to the accountability table at the moment has therefore only abetted its rejection of due process as well as the misuse of its regulatory powers in mediating the relationship between governments and domestic football associations. The following subsections exemplify some of the governance deficits bedevilling FIFA and the repercussions they might bring with them to the Third World. These include endemic corruption, life term dictatorial tendencies and power impunity.
VI. FIFA SPREADING CORRUPTION LIKE A VIRUS

FIFA and African governments often accuse one another of interference in their affairs. It is becoming clearly evident that FIFA perhaps interferes more in the way African governments run their countries than otherwise. In doing so, it uses the popularity of the game and its enormous sponsorship and advertising resources as leverage. Sepp Blatter in particular, throughout his term as FIFA President, distributed its revenue funds in a manner that none of his predecessors ever did. This has implications for the prevalence of corruption which is one of the major governance deficits that bedevils FIFA and the damaging impact this has in a Third World context.

FIFA seems to operate a governance model that renders it incapable of instituting accountability either of its own activities or those of its affiliate associations. This in turn produces a number of socio-political and economic problems, one of which is endemic corruption within it as a body and spreading to its affiliates. To some, FIFA sits on a dome of corruption that was once hidden in secrecy but has since spilled into the open over the last couple of years. Because corruption is generally more of an intractable problem and its consequences more devastating in the Third World than in developed countries, FIFA’s failings in this regard more likely than not would enable a huge empire of graft in societies where this problem is most endemic.

In recent years, FIFA’s image has been tarnished by recurring incidents of corruption, which has seen it stumble from one scandal to another. In July 2012, Sepp Blatter, then FIFA’s president, spoke about “rotten eggs” in its executive committee but said he was powerless to prevent them entering the body. In the same year and month, court documents that FIFA made public showed that its two former officials, Joao Havelange and Ricardo Teixeira allegedly took millions of pounds in bribes from ISL, FIFA’s marketing partners. The company collapsed in 2001, leaving behind debts of over $300 million. Havelange from Brazil was FIFA President from 1974 to 1998, while Teixeira was the former boss of the Brazilian Football Federation. He was also a FIFA executive committee member until

resigning in 2012 for “personal reasons” as he claimed. But he had allegedly been under intense pressure to resign following allegations of corruption.  

Earlier in 2010, two FIFA executive members, Nigeria’s Amos Adamu and Tahiti’s Reynald Temarii were banned three years and one year respectively for demanding bribes in return for casting favourable votes in the choice for host cities of the World Cup tournament in 2018. In Adamu’s case, he met two Sunday Times of London undercover reporters who posed as businessmen from the United States and requested some £500,000 for “a personal project.” In return, he was to vote for their preferred host candidate city for the 2018 World Cup bid. The meeting was secretly recorded without Adamu’s knowledge. When asked if the money he requested for the personal project would have any effect on how he would vote in the bidding process, he responded, “obviously, it will have an effect. Of course it will. Because certainly if you are to invest in that, [it] means you also want the vote.”

Furthermore, a FIFA Vice President and head of the Asian Confederation, Qatar’s Mohamed bin Hammam was forced to drop his candidacy for the office of President because of allegations of corruption. He was alleged to have distributed $5 million in bribes to help his country win the hosting rights for the 2022 World Cup. Hamman would have contested against Blatter for the FIFA Presidency. He later resigned from his positions and was given a life ban from all FIFA activities. His life ban was later overturned by the Court of Arbitration for Sports.

It also emerged that Jack Warner had allegedly received payments of up to $1.2 million from a company controlled by Bin Hammam prior to the votes for the 2022 World Cup bid process which Qatar eventually won. Warner’s two sons were also said to have received an additional $1 million in payments from the same company. These payments were ostensibly for work performed between 2005 and 2010 for Hammam’s company by another company controlled by Warner named Jamad. The nature of the work that the company did was not stated. Warner was also accused of “seeking a bribe to help garner votes for Egypt’s ill-fated bid to host the 2010 World Cup”, which South Africa ultimately won.

---
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These scandals occurred under Sepp Blatter as FIFA President but none of them seemed to have affected his position. As he deflected all questions regarding his integrity, the one concern that recurred was how he could affect such an image of rectitude in FIFA’s seemingly vast empire of graft. He was, regardless, re-elected in 2015 to a fifth five-year term to the office he first assumed in 1998. In late 2015, he was banned from all football-related activities for signing a contract unfavourable to FIFA as well as making a “disloyal payment” to UEFA President, Michel Platini, effectively ending his tenure. Interestingly, when Havelange and Teixeira faced the prospect of criminal prosecution for the bribes they allegedly took as described earlier, FIFA under Blatter paid £1.64 million in compensation so that the criminal charges could be dropped. The question that arises is why would FIFA under Blatter pay such compensation if did not have anything to hide.

Further clues emerged when Swiss Magistrate Thomas Hildbrand investigated allegations that senior FIFA officials received bribes from ISL for over two decades (including obviously those given to Havelange and Teixeira) for which the company apparently earned exclusive marketing contracts to the World Cup. A police squad raided Blatter’s FIFA headquarters, but former ISL executive Jean-Marie Weber refused in court to disclose the recipients of the bribe because “on the advice of my lawyer I have no statement to make…These payments were confidential and I must respect that confidentiality.” In the analytical section below, it will be shown how corruption from FIFA enables similar practices in its domestic affiliate football federations.

VII. LIKE A “DICTATORSHIP” LIKE FIFA

That Sepp Blatter survived corruption storms that blew away other FIFA officials, while at first surprising, pointed to the next obvious deficit in FIFA’s governance procedures. It is one most recently captured by Luis Figo, the iconic Portuguese who played the game at the very highest levels at Spain’s Real Madrid and Barcelona. A former world player of the year, he also represented Portugal at the international level. Figo showed an interest to challenge Blatter for the FIFA presidency in 2015 but unceremoniously announced his withdrawal from the race through a statement in which he compared FIFA under Blatter to “a dictatorship.” Many might think this to be an apt characterization given how fairly accurately it captures the manner that Blatter governed FIFA during his presidency. In addition, during a congressional hearing in 2013 prior to the 2014 World Cup that Brazil hosted, another legend of the game, Romario, branded Blatter a “thief” and the FIFA Secretary Jerome Valcke “a blackmailer.” Because of a heightened level of secrecy in its affairs, FIFA under Blatter was compared to the Cold War Soviet Union.

---
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But more than these claims, some examples would seem to illustrate the self-evident dictatorial nature of FIFA’s governance. Its corruption scandals were a source of irritation to a broad spectrum of the game’s admirers around the world. These admirers recognized the organization’s apparent unethical past but campaigned for a clean slate and a fresh start. This was easier said than done at least until recent events. In 2014, members of the European confederation who were Blatter’s harshest critics forced a FIFA congress vote intended to prescribe age and term limits for FIFA officials, including the President. Blatter was not interested in those proposals though he allowed the vote to take place. He easily crushed his opposition as the delegates voted overwhelmingly against both ideas. Then, in victory, he dispensed some carrots: all 209 national affiliate associations were to receive £450,000 each while each of the regional confederations would get £4.2 million.

Throughout his term, Blatter responded with both stick and carrot whenever he faced opposition from within or even outside FIFA. In terms of the stick approach, almost all those who had the courage to challenge Blatter within FIFA ended up in one or another form of ignominy. For instance, when Blatter initially won the FIFA presidency in 1998, Farah Addo, head of the Somali Football Federation and Vice President of the CAF, alleged that African delegates had been bribed just hours before the vote to switch camps in Blatter’s favour. Issa Hayatou, the head of CAF, supported Blatter’s sole challenger, Lennart Johansson, the Swede who was at the time President of the European confederation. Hayatou promised to deliver African votes to Johansson. Yet the latter lost the vote to Blatter by a margin of 80 to 111.

So, what was it that made a lot of the African delegates change their minds so quickly in the last few hours before the vote? The story was that:

Only a short time before they had stood together hand in hand with Issa Hayatou, the chief of the African confederation CAF and FIFA vice president and promised their support for Johansson. The next day we talked to Hayatou. He confirmed that the talk was all about money, all night in the Meridien Hotel. Hayatou himself got a phone call around midnight as he was preparing to retire for the night. He was urged to come over immediately from his Hotel, the Bristol, to the Meridien. When he arrived there a lot of African delegates asked him how much money they could get from CAF. He also confirmed what other observers said: It was bargaining like in a bazaar.
Though this claim of bribery for votes came to the knowledge of many within FIFA circles, Addo faced undue personal retribution for making it a public issue after the election. Blatter first won an injunction in a Swiss court barring Addo from repeating the allegation of bribery of African delegates. Subsequently, Addo was accused before the FIFA Disciplinary Committee (which Blatter appointed) of misusing money meant to help grass-roots football in Somalia. He was found guilty of embezzlement and banned 10 years from all football-related activities. Addo was also sentenced to £40,000 in fines and costs.\(^{109}\) He died in 2008 before serving out the sentence.

In the 2002 election, Johansson returned Hayatou’s 1998 favour by backing him against Blatter. The Cameroonian lost by an even wider margin – 56 to 139.\(^{110}\) Prior to this particular vote, Johansson and Hayatou sought to play the ISL collapse and the bribery scandal that erupted soon after against Blatter. They engineered an audit “to determine the true scale of FIFA’s ISL-related losses.”\(^{111}\) Blatter suspended the audit committee report until after the election. Yet that did not stop then FIFA Secretary General Michael Zen-Ruffinen who himself detested Blatter’s alleged dictatorial style from releasing a report that detailed corruption, financial mismanagement, and cronyism within FIFA’s hierarchy.\(^{112}\) That too did not work. Instead, Zen-Ruffinen was forced to quit his post after Blatter was re-elected and so lost the power struggle between them.\(^{113}\)

By the time of the 2007 election, Blatter had so cowed the field of potential challengers that no individual had the courage to run against him. He stood election as the sole candidate and was returned unopposed.\(^{114}\) In 2011 he ran unchallenged yet again, pushing aside the minimal resistance he faced. In the run-up to the anticipated vote, the head of the Asia Confederation Mohamed Bin Hammam announced his intention to challenge Blatter to the Presidency of FIFA in that year’s congress. However, three days before the vote, Hamman withdrew his candidacy under a cloud of controversy. He was in fact prohibited from entering the venue where the vote took place.\(^{115}\)

An ally of Blatter since 1998, Hammam was subsequently accused and charged before the FIFA Ethics Committee (appointed by Blatter) for allegedly bribing 25 members of the Caribbean Football Union with a total of $1 million to secure their votes for Qatar’s bid to host the World Cup in 2022.\(^{116}\) Blatter won the vote unopposed by a whopping 91.63% (186 votes out of a possible 203). An imaginative blogger compared this margin to that earned in different elections by those he called Blatter’s “dictatorial counterparts” which include such ignoble characters as Iraq’s Saddam Hussein,
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Islam Karimov of Uzbekistan, Zaire’s Mobutu Sese Seko, Syria’s Bashar al Assad and Rwanda’s Paul Kagame.117

Ahead of the 2011 election, Blatter vowed that, if he was re-elected, he would stand down from the post in 2015. Addressing a meeting of the European Confederation in March of that year, he said: “You know I aspire to another four years… [But] these will be the last years for which I stand as candidate.” 118 As it turned out, Blatter could not resist the temptation of the office for long. He recanted this promise and contested again in 2015. So, while it could not be stated that the length of his tenure is the only evidence of dictatorship, the manner in which he was re-elected over time and especially how he treated those opposed to him suggested a strong inclination towards dictatorship on his part.

VIII. FIFA ENTHRONES POWER AND IMPUNITY

Dictatorship often moves hand in hand with impunity. And while the single events described in the previous section might portray Blatter as the sole culprit in FIFA’s characterization as a dictatorship, it speaks to a larger culture in its entire set up and modus operandi. The system appears not to have been programmed for democratic accountability, particularly with regard to the presidency of the organization. For example, following the most recent avalanche of corruption scandals that it had to deal with, FIFA invited the corruption watchdog group Transparency International [TI] to work with it in cleaning up its business. The relationship collapsed as quickly as it was established over methods.

When FIFA hired an independent expert to supervise major reforms in the organization, TI recommended that the expert should not be paid by FIFA so as not to compromise his independence. The private expert also said, in carrying out his assignment, he would not reopen or re-examine old scandals. 119 TI had recommended that those records must be brought to the open especially the report on the bidding process for the 2018 and 2022 World Cup tournaments.120 TI had also been in the forefront of campaigns for term limits at FIFA. This call, as earlier stated, has not been honoured such that, if Blatter had served out the four-year term he won after the 2015 election, he would have been FIFA head for 21 years. Havelange, whom Blatter replaced, was President for 24 years, while Stanley Rous had served 13 years by the time he lost to Havelange in 1974.

It could be argued that dictatorships are not formed simply by reference to number of years spent in office. Yet that would be looking at it literally. To fully understand FIFA’s dictatorial governance structure would require combining extended tenures with other characteristics of dictatorial regimes and institutions. For example, while the fact that FIFA elections are held at regular intervals gives the appearance of democratic culture, but it still has to be considered how fair are the nomination procedures and whether the playing field is level at all times for would-be contestants.

The life term culture prevalent in FIFA has understandably been copied by the confederations, especially those in the Third World. In 2015, Hayatou the African confederation President would have been in charge for 27 years. Until being forced out, Jack Warner held the Presidency of the CONCACAF region for 21 years. Even more bizarre, before dying in office in 2014, Julio Grondona had been head of the Argentinian FA for 35 years, 26 of which he also served as FIFA Vice President. At the time of his death, he was aged 82. This raises the question, if sit-tight dictatorships are considered no longer fashionable in the real world, why it is such an attraction for FIFA.

The answer could be in how FIFA has managed to insulate itself from best practice rules of democratic accountability. In a 2011 report, TI had likened FIFA to a multinational corporation but one with a warped governance structure. According to the organization:

[U]nlike a multinational company, answerable to shareholders, FIFA’s mandate comes from the member federations represented by officials (i.e. presidents and delegates, mostly working on a voluntary basis) from all over the world, elected bottom up. This means that FIFA is answerable to the 208 national football associations who themselves are partly dependent on the funds that FIFA allocates to them. This lack of mandatory accountability to the outside world makes it unlikely that change will come either from within the organisation or from the grassroots of the football organisations. Moreover, the scale and specific structure of FIFA makes it difficult to adapt what is considered best business practice to the governance challenges it is facing.

Before looking at the “grassroots” structure, which TI says cannot drive FIFA towards accountability, it bears noting that FIFA’s own accountability deficits tend to draw it towards regimes and institutions with which it shares those deficits in common. This is obviously the reason it rarely uses the authority of its hosting rights to affect any kind of social or political ethics around the world. In fact, FIFA’s mindset is captured by a 2013 statement attributed to former Secretary General, Jerome Valcke. Though recognizing that it sounded “crazy”, he still asserted that “less democracy is sometimes better for organizing a World Cup.” This might explain the manner FIFA rewards undemocratic regimes with its competitions; from the military in Nigeria (1999 sub-20 competition) to Qatar’s Islamic monarchy (2022) World Cup and to Russia (2018 World Cup) with its expansionist belligerence and widely acknowledged racism problems.
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Now turning to the “grassroots” that TI mentioned, it is clear that the domestic federations, especially those in the Third World, nourish themselves from the carrots FIFA throws them from time to time. This renders them incapable of enforcing any kind of accountability in FIFA’s governance. To merit affiliation to FIFA in the first place, they must subscribe to Article 13(1) (i) of the 2014 edition of its Statutes, which provides that members owe an obligation “to manage their affairs independently and ensure that their own affairs are not influenced by any third parties.”\textsuperscript{125} It has previously been discussed how receiving public funding by these FAs, especially those in the Third World countries, does not count as undue influence or interference in FIFA’s books. Yet, when governments which provide the funds demand accountability for those funds, FIFA promptly waves the interference flag.

Given its wealth, FIFA also has access to a pot of cash that it distributes from time to time to affiliate federations. As it resists efforts to hold it down to some level of financial ethics, it hardly requires its affiliate federations to account for the monies they receive from it except when they challenge Blatter, as Addo of Somalia learned to his detriment. And because Blatter was the most generous in doling out these funds throughout his first tenure, chances of even more largesse apparently persuaded these FAs (especially those in Africa) that they could not possibly have a better deal outside Blatter. That is probably why they voted for him against Johansson in 1998. It is this reason too they voted against their own leader Hayatou when he challenged Blatter in 2002. They voted for Blatter again in 2015 because, as Kalusha Bwalya who heads the Zambian FA claimed “[i]n this situation we have made a commitment to President Sepp Blatter. We are happy with the way he has run things.”\textsuperscript{126}

It might look as if African and other Third World football federations held Blatter too close to their hearts for no reasons at all. That is clearly not the case. That they did is also not all negativity. Blatter helped the growth of the game, not just in the Third World but across the globe. During his time as President he followed up on the democratization of the organization started under his predecessor, Havelange. He did so in a manner that had never been done before, both in terms of distributing FIFA’s enormous financial resources and also by pluralizing certain aspects of its decision-making procedures. All affiliate federations had a single vote irrespective of their country size and economic status. Some journalists in Europe and the United States considered this to be the root of the institution’s corrupt practices.\textsuperscript{127} This suggestion is, however, dismissed as proof of the most powerful nations in FIFA setting up a straw-man argument in order to seize control of the organization and abolish its appearance of inclusivity.\textsuperscript{128}

It was more than the money that FIFA under Blatter routinely distributed to its affiliate federations; there was the more destructive practice of the immunity FIFA under Blatter conferred upon them against their home governments to not account for any monies received; not those granted by their governments and certainly not those distributed by FIFA. This makes FIFA a very dangerous transnational organization on many levels. As a former England National Team Manager, Graham Taylor, observed:
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“You have got in FIFA an organization that doesn’t have to answer to anyone, even governments. If governments get involved, FIFA suspends the national team.”

When a Nigerian Assistant Coach, Sylvanus Okpala, was sacked by the Nigerian FA, (according to him unfairly), he appealed to the President of the association for recourse. The answer he got staggered him. Okpala narrated:

He also said that if I like I should as well go and report him to the president of Nigeria, [...] stressing, “even if the president calls me to pay you, I will not pay, after all I am not under the Federal Republic of Nigeria but under FIFA. If anything happens to me, FIFA will ban Nigeria.”

The active word here is “ban” and the questions are: why is the relationship that FIFA has with national federations so important? Why is it so difficult for governments to ignore FIFA and insist on setting the rules by which their FAs should operate? The answer is that the governments cannot assert their sovereignty because they are vulnerable to the impunity that FIFA has accumulated on account of the love that ordinary people have for the sport.

The game is very popular in many countries to the point of religious worship. The worshippers do not care about FIFA, their FAs or governments. They want only to see the games live or on television. They also want to see their national teams represented even for all the corruption in the world. FIFA knows this too well. Often when FIFA threatens to suspend erring FAs because of “government interference”, no further action is required on its part to make the governments buckle under its pressure. The indignation is mostly generated from below – through advertisers who will lose revenue if national teams are ejected from competitions, citizen lovers of the game who just want to see it live or on television, politicians who would not want to be remembered as those who caused their teams to be ejected, media personnel (especially from the Third World) who will have limited incentive to cover international tournaments and therefore are denied the financial benefits they could get.

IX. CAN FIFA PASS THE TWAIL TEST?

There is a lot that the concerns of TWAIL scholarship tell us about FIFA’s transnational governance characteristics. Some of those insights engage the several ways that FIFA’s activities impact the Third World, as well as how those activities mirror the inequality that dominates it as it does other institutions of governance in international law. FIFA has been shown to be afflicted by the three vices of corruption, dictatorship and impunity. These are challenges, the brushstrokes of which may not be used to tar all Third World countries. But they present significant problems in the majority of them. It is not far-
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fetched that, given FIFA’s awesome regulatory powers, the more questionable governance practices it allows could trickle down to Third World environments.

Before looking at the specific possible implications of these vices, it might be helpful to mention the ways that previous TWAIL writings had provided a critique of international institutions and how their praxis provides a window to FIFA’s own reality. It is from this that I have developed what I call the TWAIL test of inclusivity, non-discrimination, minimal intrusion into sovereign authority, and accountable governance for the evaluation of international organizations. Before now, a Third World reading of most international institutions shows that they are generally undemocratic (despite appearances to the contrary) and unrepresentative. They all too often do not reflect the needs and interests of the developing world. Since 1904 FIFA has had eight Presidents. All but one of them was European. Up to and including the 1978 World Cup tournament in Argentina, Africa had just one representative in a 16-team format. This has been increased to five in a 32-team format.

It should come as no surprise though that Africa barely secured a guaranteed seat for the World Cup tournament. This was only after the continent boycotted the 1966 tournament that England hosted. As well, only during the terms of Havelange and Blatter as President did FIFA operate in some democratic decision-making fashion. According to one writer, “[i]nternational soccer hasn’t always been inclusive, and there is no guarantee it will remain so if the rich countries who’ve been loudest about Blatter’s sins regain control.” As much as FIFA under Blatter has concerned Africa for all the reasons already highlighted, it has to be admitted that what happens to FIFA after Blatter should also be of interest. There is fear that, under any form of European capture, FIFA might again transform to the less inclusive body it once was.

Part of the idea of TWAIL, Gathii claims, is to bring the colonial encounter between Europeans and non-Europeans to the centre of historical re-examination of international law. If global governance institutions like FIFA are added to the mix, it means that TWAIL can offer a similar explanation to the colonial warrant of FIFA’s history and how this came to shape the relationship among imperial powers and the postcolonial states within FIFA as well as its governance performance. There is a “dynamic of
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difference” as Gathii describes it within FIFA’s operating procedure which feeds the unequal treatment of its affiliates on the basis of their status as developed or Third World states.

For the above reason, the discriminatory regulations that FIFA prescribes for countries hosting its tournaments provide the first example of how inequality plays out in practice. FIFA tends to treat Third World host states differently than it does host states that are developed. The examples of South Africa and Brazil (compared to Germany) as hosts of the World Cup demonstrates the claim. Third World countries tend to have more stringent hosting requirements prescribed for them. FIFA also intrudes far more deeply into their sovereign status and is more skeptical of their infrastructure and rule of law standards. There is the hint as well as actual demonstration of inequality, unfairness, domination, subordination and disadvantage in this relationship. They are not only concerns of TWAIL, but to the extent that FIFA’s demand in this area established new social norms or affected legal/non-legal rules and standards at the national level, it meets Dingwerth’s criteria for the normative/regulatory effect of the process of private regulation.

FIFA is often ranged alongside domestic football administrators to frustrate or upset national legal orders. Its variant of private governance (once it is agreed that FIFA is actually private) therefore backs institutions of public power up against the wall, bending them to its will. This is of concern from a Third World perspective. It produces adverse consequences like those for which global International Finance Institutions [IFIs] have become especially notorious over the years. It makes sense therefore that the same questions that are asked of IFIs in the transnational governance context are also put to FIFA. What, for example, are the limits of FIFA’s powers in its dealings with the Third World? In what ways can it be held legally accountable for the decisions it makes that affect these countries?

FIFA’s corruption problem in particular has far reaching consequences as it could be fostering the social problem in countries of the Third World and thereby making an already bad situation worse. It is not in doubt that corruption though a worldwide challenge is more problematic in Third World countries. Their governments would therefore need all the help they can get to combat it. But FIFA’s governance practices relative to its domestic affiliate federations in the Third World tends to move in the opposite direction by protecting the game’s domestic administrators from legal/governmental scrutiny. As stated earlier, FIFA sees any effort to get local football federation officials to account both for funds they received from the government as well as those from FIFA as interference from a third party.

Not only does FIFA shield domestic football administrators from legal accountability, it is becoming increasingly obvious that hosting rights could be won by bribing FIFA officials. In addition, the mere fact that the hosting right is granted often is no guarantee that the tournament will be held in the chosen
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country. It appears the hosting right has to be oiled and maintained until the tournament is actually held. In the graft-infested world of FIFA, this could open a channel through which its officials are able to blackmail governments often desperate to build political capital out of hosting FIFA tournaments.

Nigeria again provides a near perfect example of this trend. The country hosted the FIFA sub-20 tournament in 1999 under a military dictatorship and the sub-17 tournament in 2009 long after civil rule had been restored. On both occasions, Jack Warner who resigned as FIFA’s Vice President because of allegations of corruption and is among those now facing indictment for taking bribes to sell the World Cup 2022 hosting rights to Qatar, headed the FIFA facilities inspection team. On those occasions, Nigeria never seemed to be ready according to Warner until very close to the commencement of the events.

For the 1999 tournament, after scathing negative comments he made about Nigeria’s state of preparedness as host, Warner returned barely weeks later to intimate that the country had pulled off the eighth wonder of the world!\(^\text{142}\) This raises the question what, in a context of vibrant corruption, could have transpired between those two visits to cause such a swift change of circumstances. There might be temptation to dismiss that occurrence as a storm in a tea cup; but it seems to fit into a pattern in FIFA’s dealings though it may not always get away with such blackmail. Prior to the 2014 World Cup tournament in Brazil, then FIFA Secretary General Jerome Valcke had stated that the country was more concerned about winning the tournament than getting the facilities ready, and needed a “kick up the backside” to reset its priorities. Brazil rejected the statement, describing it as “unacceptable.”\(^\text{143}\) FIFA and Blatter were forced into an apology.\(^\text{144}\)

In the final analysis, it is fairly predictable that FIFA may not pass the TWAIL test for the reasons discussed above. Granted, while under Blatter the organization tried to balance off the muscle and history of its Eurocentric roots with formal democratic representation, this only masked deeper issues in its relationship with the Third World. This is not only in terms of its massively Europeanized structures but also the disproportionate impact of its decision-making and governance practices on the developing countries of the global South.
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X. CONCLUSION

In this article, the international governance characteristics of FIFA have been utilized to exemplify how under-researched transnational regulatory institutions foster same exclusionary qualities as more traditional frames and actors in the field of traditional international law. It provides some evidence of the nature of FIFA’s governance characteristics in question and argues that they have more intense impact on the Third World than the more developed societies of the global North even if there is an appearance of democratic decision-making.

The whole idea is to draw attention to institutions like FIFA that seem to have eluded the radar of academic scrutiny and point out that they deserve as much attention as other institutions and actors on the global arena that have been the subjects of such inquiries. This paper approached the issue of FIFA’s place in the architecture of transnational governance from a TWAIL perspective. It examined the utility and suitability of the TWAIL framework for the evaluation of an institution like FIFA, which regulates a sports body that some could argue is removed from the world of international politics, governance and law. The article also argued that FIFA is as much a significant global governance actor as any that have been recognized as such in academic literature.

In the Third World context, FIFA has also been portrayed as warranting more than cursory attention. The rules that FIFA makes, as well as its other regulatory actions, have the tendency and potential to exacerbate recurring social and legal challenges in many Third World states. The reasons why this outcome is feared are not far to seek. The most important of the reasons perhaps is that most of these Third World states are structurally and institutionally weak and therefore more likely to imbibe wrong values such as corruption and abuse of power. FIFA has been shown to practise these wrong values and therefore its regulatory powers could be a source of socio-legal contamination if not closely monitored like similar global actors.

This requires putting pressure on FIFA to change its governance mechanisms such that they become more accountable and representative. Governments of Third World states should also start paying closer attention to FIFA and by extension its domestic affiliates in their respective countries. The current situation where FIFA seems to be sharing sovereignty with governments and coming up top most of the time is unhealthy. Besides, other government institutions like the courts must exercise sensitivity in mediating conflicts arising from doubts over the true nature of FIFA’s powers.